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ABSTRACT: Two-dimensional (2D) covalent organic frameworks (COFs) are an emerging class of porous materials with potential for wide-ranging applications. Intense research efforts have been directed at tuning the structure and topology of COF, however the bandgap engineering of COF has received less attention, although it is a necessary step for developing the material for photovoltaic or photonic applications. Herein, we have developed an approach to narrow the bandgap of COFs by pairing triphenylamine and salicylideneaniline building units to construct an eclipsed stacked 2D COF. The ordered porous structure of 2D COF facilitates a unique moisture-triggered tautomerism. The combination of donor—acceptor charge transfer and tautomerization in the salicylideneaniline unit imparts a large bandgap narrowing for the COF and turns it color to black. The synthesized COF with donor—acceptor dyad exhibits excellent nonlinear optical properties according to open aperture Z-scan measurements with 532 nm nanosecond laser pulses.

INTRODUCTION

Covalent organic frameworks (COFs) are molecular Legos that allow the precise integration of small organic building units into extended, porous, crystalline architectures via covalent linkage.1–5 Well-designed COF can be used in wide-ranging applications such as catalysis,6–10 gas storage,11–13 optoelectronics,14–16 solid-state fluorescence,17,18 sensing,19–21 solid electrolyte22 and chemical removal.23,24 Generally, most reported 2D COFs which are linked by boronate ester or imine linkages have large bandgaps25 due to their short π conjugation lengths. Interest is now emerging on the bandgap engineering of COFs by integrating porphyrin,26 phthalocyanine,27,28 thiophene, or indigo-based building blocks.16 From a conceptual viewpoint, the use of such building units does not provide a convincing case for how the 2-D framework structure allows additional bandgap narrowing since the building blocks already possess intrinsic narrow bandgaps in their molecular states. Besides, their synthesis is challenging and highly toxic reagents such as organotin compounds are required.

COFs covalently extend the building units into highly ordered architectures with controlled topologies such as twodimensional (2D),29 three-dimensional (3D),30 and even woven structures,31,32 thus should give rise to colligative properties that are different from small molecules or randomly bonded networks. Taking the cue from bandgap narrowing strategy used in the synthesis of polymers in photovoltaic applications, electron donor—acceptor pairs (dyads) can be incorporated in 2D COFs to form periodic donor—acceptor structure. Salicylideneaniline is potentially a good electron acceptor due to its photo- and thermochromism via reversible proton tautomerization.33–36 Its enol-keto tautomerization in the free molecule state upon heating or UV light irradiation is accompanied by a redshift in absorption (Supporting Information, SI, Scheme S2) and has been well studied. Recently, we discovered that when salicylideneaniline is incorporated into a COF framework, exposure to moisture alone can trigger tautomerization.37 We rationalize this by the ordered layered stacking environment in COF that facilitates proton transfer in the presence of water.

Herein, we report a facile approach to tune the bandgaps in COFs by taking advantage of this tautomerization. Starting from a COF with no dyad features, we can tune the bandgap from 2.67 to 2.08 eV by introducing triphenylamine as the...
donor unit. By adding an acceptor unit in the form of the salicylideneaniline moiety, the bandgap can be further narrowed to 1.5 eV with a broadband absorption up to 825 nm (Figure 1). The salicylideneaniline COF displays reversible water-vapor-triggered chromism from red to black color. Interestingly, the dyad COF exhibits ultrafast nonlinear optical (NLO) response with an optical limiting behavior that competes with 2D materials such as graphene and molybdenum sulfide, suggesting that COF can be a new class of nonlinear optical (NLO) material.

**EXPERIMENTAL SECTION**

**Synthesis of Sa-TAPA COF.** To a mixture of 2,4,6-triformylphenol (0.1 mmol, 17.8 mg) and tris(4-aminophenyl)amine (0.1 mmol, 29 mg) was added with n-butanol (1 mL), o-DCB (1 mL), and 6 M AcOH (aq, 0.2 mL) in a 10 mL Schlenk tube (15 × 80 mm²). The suspension was sonicated for 5 min, then flash frozen at 77 K, and degassed under freeze–pump–thaw for three cycles. The tube was sealed and heated at 120 °C for 7 days. The precipitate was exchanged with anhydrous THF (5 mL) for 6 times and dried under vacuum for overnight to afford a red color solid (39 mg, 94%). Anal. Calcd for \((C_{27}H_{18}N_4O \cdot 6.8 H_2O)\): C 60.39; H 5.93; N 10.43; O 23.24; found: C 60.29; H 3.15; N 10.56.

**Synthesis of Tf-TAPA COF.** To a mixture of 1,3,5-triformylbenzene (0.1 mmol, 16.2 mg) and tris(4-aminophenyl)amine (0.1 mmol, 29 mg) was added with 1,4-dioxane (1 mL), mesitylene (1 mL), and 6 M AcOH (aq, 0.2 mL) in a 10 mL Schlenk tube (15 × 80 mm²). The suspension was sonicated for 5 min, then flash frozen at 77 K, and degassed under freeze–pump–thaw for three cycles. The tube was sealed and heated at 120 °C for 7 days. The precipitate was exchanged with anhydrous THF (5 mL) for 6 times and dried under vacuum for overnight to afford a yellow color solid (36 mg, 92%). Anal. Calcd for \((C_{27}H_{18}N_4 \cdot 3.35 H_2O)\): C 70.68; H 5.43; N 12.21; O 11.68; found: C 71.49; H 4.22; N 11.4.

**Synthesis of Tf-TAPB COF.** A modified method was used to synthesize Tf-TAPB COF.37,38 To a mixture of 1,3,5-triformylbenzene (0.1 mmol, 16.2 mg) and 1,3,5-tris(4′-aminophenyl)benzene (0.1 mmol, 35.1 mg) was added with 1,4-dioxane (1 mL), mesitylene (1 mL) and 6 M AcOH (aq, 0.2 mL) in a 10 mL Schlenk tube (15 × 80 mm²). The suspension was sonicated for 5 min, then flash frozen at 77 K, and degassed under freeze–pump–thaw for three cycles. The tube was sealed and heated at 120 °C for 7 days. The precipitate was exchanged with anhydrous THF (5 mL) for 6 times and dried under vacuum for overnight to afford a beige color solid (46 mg, 97%). Anal. Calcd for \((C_{33}H_{21}N_4 \cdot 1.9 C_4H_8O \cdot 2 H_2O)\): C 76.42; H 6.27; N 8.66; O 8.65; found: C 74.36; H 5.15; N 7.55.

**Characterization.** Powder X-ray diffraction patterns were collected on a Bruker D8 Focus Powder X-ray diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation (40 kV, 40 mA) at room temperature. Gas sorption analysis was performed on Quantachrome Instruments Autosorb-iQ (Boynton Beach, Florida U.S.A.) with extra-high pure gases.

Figure 1. Synthetic strategy to achieve low bandgap COFs.

Figure 2. Precursors used for the synthesis of Tf-TAPB, Tf-TAPA, and Sa-TAPA COFs.
samples were activated and outgassed at 120 °C for 8 h before measurement. The Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) surface area and total pore volume were estimated using the N₂ sorption isotherms at 77 K, and the pore size distribution was calculated using Non-Local Density Functional Theory (NL-DFT, a carbon model containing slit/cylindrical pore) model in the Quantachrome ASiQwin 5.0 software package. Solid-state NMR experiments were performed on a 14.1 T Bruker Advance III NMR instrument equipped with a 4 mm H/N–P MAS probe. 1D \(^1\)H–\(^13\)C CP-MAS NMR spectra were collected with 14 kHz MAS spinning frequency, and the variable temperature was kept at 296 K. FT-IR spectra were recorded on a Bruker vertex 80v spectrometer under vacuum. UV–vis–NIR spectra were measured using Shimadzu UV-3600 UV–visible–NIR spectrophotometer with an integration sphere setup. For the cyclic voltammetry measurement, the working electrode was prepared by dropcasting an ethanol suspension of respective COF, carbon black, and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) (2:7:1 by weight) onto a glassy carbon electrode. The electrolyte was tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (0.1 M, acetonitrile). The counter and reference electrode were Pt wire and Ag/AgNO₃. Ferrocene was used as a standard to calculate the energy levels vs vacuum.

### RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To demonstrate the role of dyad and proton tautomerization in narrowing the bandgap, the following COFs were synthesized:

![Figure 3. Characterizations of Sa-TAPA COF. (a) PXRD Patterns of Sa-TAPA COF (black: experimental; red: Pawley refined; blue: simulated eclipse stacking; yellow: difference between experimental and Pawley refined PXRD patterns). (b) Nitrogen sorption isotherm of Sa-TAPA COF (77 K, inset: pore size distribution).](image)

TF-TAPB with no dyad structure, TF-TAPA with dyads but incapable of enol-keto tautomerization, and Sa-TAPA with both dyad and salicylidene units (Figure 2). One of the COF building unit, 2,4,6-triformylphenol (Sa), was synthesized in gram scale from phenol in one step via a Duff reaction; while the other building unit, tri(4-aminophenyl)amine (TAPA), was commercially available and used without further purification. The black COF, namely Sa-TAPA COF, was prepared via solvothermal condensation of a mixture of Sa and TAPA in a 5:5:1 (v/v) solution of o-dichlorobenzene, n-butanol, and 6 M aqueous acetic acid. The complete consumption of the monomers was confirmed by the Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectra with the disappearance of amino N–H stretching at 3404 and 3332 cm\(^{-1}\) and aldehyde C=O stretching at 1690–1660 cm\(^{-1}\); meanwhile, the formation of imine bonds in the as-prepared COF was also verified by the imine C=N stretching band at 1618 cm\(^{-1}\) (SI Figure S1).

![Figure 4. Moisture-triggered reversible proton tautomerization of Sa-TAPA COF. (a) FT-IR spectra of dry Sa-TAPA COF and moisture adsorbed Sa-TAPA-H_{2}O COF. (b) Solid-state CP/MAS \(^{13}\)C NMR spectra of Sa-TAPA COF and Sa-TAPA-H_{2}O COF.](image)

The crystalline structure of Sa-TAPA COF was confirmed by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) and simulation experiments (Figure 3a). The PXRD pattern exhibits a major peak at 6.44° with four minor peaks at 11.17°, 12.87°, 17.12°, and 22.20°, which are assigned to (100), (110), (200), (210), and (001) facet, respectively. The most intense (100) peak displays a full width half-maximum of 0.5°, which reflects the good crystallinity of the material. The eclipsed stacking (AA) structure of the Sa-TAPA COF was modeled using Focite Module in Material Studio version 2016. The simulated PXRD pattern agrees well with the experimental results, confirming...
the eclipsed stacking structure of Sa-TAPA COF. The Pawley refinement also displays a good match to the experimental result with $R_w = 2.68\%$ and $R_p = 1.94\%$, and a small difference between the refined and experimental PXRD patterns. On the basis of above results, Sa-TAPA COF adopts eclipse stacking with a unit cell belonging to $P_3$ space group where $a = b = 16.05\, \text{Å}$, $c = 4.15\, \text{Å}$, $\alpha = \beta = 90^\circ$, and $\gamma = 120^\circ$.

The permanent porosity of Sa-TAPA COF was further studied via nitrogen sorption experiment at 77 K. The $N_2$ sorption exhibits a reversible type I isotherm, suggesting a uniform and well-ordered microporous structure of the material (Figure 3b). The Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) surface area of Sa-TAPA COF is calculated to be $1019\, \text{m}^2\, \text{g}^{-1}$, with a total volume of $0.67\, \text{cm}^3\, \text{g}^{-1}$ at $P/P_0 = 0.98$. On the basis of nonlocal density functional theory (NLDFT), a narrow pore size distribution is obtained with an average pore width of $1.08\, \text{nm}$, which is consistent with the theoretical value of $1.18\, \text{nm}$ based on the refined crystal structure.

The moisture-triggered reversible proton tautomerization of Sa-TAPA COF was monitored by Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FT−IR) (Figure 4a). The band at $1618−1612\, \text{cm}^{-1}$ is mainly attributed to contributions from the C=N stretching of the imine linkage with a minor component due to the C==O stretching of the ketone group. This suggests the population of keto form increases when water is adsorbed. Moreover, the increase in the intensities of bands at 1527 and 1230 cm$^{-1}$, which are assigned to C==C stretching and C−N stretching of the keto-enamine group respectively, also confirms the formation of keto tautomers in Sa-TAPA COF. Notably, after drying Sa-TAPA-H$_2$O, the FT−IR spectrum reverts to its original form, thereby confirming the reversible tautomerization process (SI Figure S1). UV−vis absorption spectra reveal that the absorption edge redshifts from 670 to 825 nm when the COF adsorbs moisture. On the basis of experimental$^{33−35}$ and simulation$^{40}$ studies on small molecules of salicylideneaniline, the enol and cis-keto have similar absorptions due to their rather similar structures, while the trans-keto form gives a larger redshift in absorption due to the breaking of intramolecular hydrogen bonding. Thus, we propose the major tautomer in the moisture-adsorbed Sa-TAPA-H$_2$O is the trans-keto form.

Solid-state CP/MAS $^{13}$C NMR further confirms the involvement of water in proton tautomerism (Figure 4b). At dry state, Sa-TAPA COF mainly exists in the enol form, and only a minority is in the cis-keto form. This is supported by the major peak at 163.3 ppm ($a$, phenol C) and the minor peak at 188.7 ppm ($a'$, conjugated C==O). When Sa-TAPA adsorbs water to form Sa-TAPA-H$_2$O, the COF mainly exists in the keto form. This is verified by the disappearance of phenol C peak at 163.3 ppm and the increased intensity of conjugated carbonyl C peak at 173.7 ppm ($a''$). The upfield shift of the carbonyl C peak is due to the water-induced hydrogen bonding

![Figure 5. Band gaps of three COFs. (a) Energy level diagrams of Tf-TAPB, Tf-TAPA, and Sa-TAPA (dry and moisture-adsorbed) COFs. (b) Cyclic voltammetry of Sa-TAPA, Tf-TAPA, and Tf-TAPB (left: negative scan; right: positive scan). (c) UV−vis−NIR absorption spectra of Tf-TAPB, Tf-TAPA (dry and wet), and Sa-TAPA (dry and wet) COFs.](image-url)
interaction. Previous study showed that hydrogen bonding can result in significant change of chemical shift of carbonyl C in the solid state.\textsuperscript{41}

Accordingly, we propose a mechanism for the reversible proton tautomerism in our synthesized COF (SI Figure S10). Sa-TAPA exists mainly in the enol form at dry state while it tautomerizes to the cis-keto form via intramolecular proton transfer in the six-membered ring. Upon water absorption, Sa-TAPA-H$_2$O further tautomerizes to trans-keto form. When salicylideneaniline unit exists as small molecules, the cis-trans keto tautomerization requires flipping of C=C bond, which has to be activated by UV-irradiation. The tautomerization energy barrier can be efficiently lowered when the salicylidene units are immobilized into the rigid framework of highly ordered 2D COF. We explain this by the fact that when water is adsorbed into the one-dimensional channels of Sa-TAPA, it facilitates proton transport from the cis-imine nitrogen to the trans position. This process is reversible; when water is removed from Sa-TAPA-H$_2$O, the COF returns to the enol form, which is the most stable state in salicylideneanilines. UV-vis-NIR absorption was used to study how introducing acceptor–donor units changes the optical gap in COFs. First, if a COF without donor moieties such as triphenylamine was synthesized from Tf and 1,3,5-tris(4′-aminophenyl)benzene (TAPB), it exhibits an absorption edge at 465 nm with a bandgap of 2.67 eV (Figure 5c). When acceptor–donor dyad is introduced into the COF system, Tf-TAPA COF shows a redshift of the absorption peak to 595 nm (bandgap = 2.08 eV), with a broad shoulder band from 600 to 1200 nm (Figure 5c). This clearly suggests that the introduction of dyad moieties facilitates charge transfer and helps to narrow the gap. The schematic in Figure 5a explains the energy level tuning process using the dyads. In the COF with the dyad unit, the HOMO of the TPA donor segment interacts with the HOMO of the acceptor segment to create two new HOMOs. Similarly, two new LUMOs are created from donor–acceptor interactions. The energy gap is now defined by the highest HOMO and lowest LUMO among these, leading to a narrowing of the optical bandgap. While the position of the HOMO is fixed, moisture-triggered enol-keto tautomerization is expected to lower the LUMO energy level, leading to further gap narrowing. Dry Sa-TAPA COF exhibits a redshift of the absorption peak to 670 nm (bandgap = 1.85 eV) with a small shoulder band from 670 to 1200 nm (Figure 5c). The presence of the electron-withdrawing C==O groups in the cis-keto form helps to facilitates the charge transfer process and narrows the gap. To demonstrate the role of moisture in triggering further gap narrowing in Sa-TAPA COFs, the UV-vis–NIR absorption spectra of Tf-TAPA and Sa-TAPA COFs under different relative humidity (RH) were measured. The absorption spectra revealed no significant difference between Tf-TAPA COF that was dry or fully wetted (Figure 5c), but the absorption further red-shifted to near-infrared region at 825 nm (bandgap = 1.5 eV) for Sa-TAPA with a distinct color change from red to black when the RH exceeded 43% (Figure 5c and SI Figure S3). One explanation is the ordered porous framework structure in COF adsorbs moisture and causes a collective conformational change in the framework, this is supported by our FT–IR and solid-state CP/MAS NMR studies, where a reversible proton tautomerization in the COF backbone is triggered by exposure to moisture.

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) of the COFs was performed to determine the relative energy levels of HOMO and LUMO (Figure 5b). The working electrode was prepared by drop casting an ethanol suspension of the respective COF, carbon black, and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) (2:7:1 by weight) onto a glassy carbon electrode. We could only obtain the half-cycle reduction or oxidation peaks by applying the potential to negative or positive directions because the synthesized COFs were unable to undergo reversible redox reactions and decomposed upon reduction or oxidation. As expected, Tf-TAPB COF and Tf-TAPA COF exhibit similar LUMO level (∼−3 eV) since they share the same acceptor moiety, while Tf-TAPA COF displays a higher HOMO (−4.81 eV) compared to that of Tf-TAPB (−5.5 eV) due to the introduction of triphenylamine as a donor. Notably, Sa-TAPA COF shows a significant decrease in LUMO to −3.59 eV with the incorporation of the acceptor which can undergo enol-keto tautomerization since the keto form increases its electron withdrawing ability. The bandgaps derived from CV show consistent trend with the optical gaps extracted from the absorption spectra.

Reverse saturable absorption (RSA) is a nonlinear optical property in which the material shows increasing absorption with increasing incident light intensity due to the larger excited state absorption cross-section compared to the ground state.\textsuperscript{32}
Such property is ideal for optical limiting applications such as protection of eyes or optical devices from laser damage. The presence of dipolar characteristics or intramolecular charge transfer is known to enhance nonlinear optical (NLO) properties, thus we expect that Sa-TAPA COF may show the same. The RSA of Sa-TAPA dispersion in acetone is confirmed by open aperture Z-scan measurement which measures the total transmittance as a function of incident laser intensity (Figure 6a). In these experiments, 532 nm nanosecond laser pulses at a very low repetition rate of 10 Hz was used to excite the sample. The Rayleigh length and the beam waist in our experiment were 1.6 mm and 17 µm, respectively. As shown in Figure 5b, the optical limiting behavior is prominent when the input laser power is larger than 0.15 GW/cm². The optical limiting onset value ($F_{\text{onset}}$) defined as the incident fluence where the optical limiting starts is 0.77 J/cm², and the optical limiting threshold ($F_{\text{th}}$) defined as the incident fluence where the transmittance drops to 50% of the normalized linear transmittance is 2.38 J/cm². These values suggest that the optical limiting response of Sa-TAPA COF is highly competitive in comparison with conventional 2D materials such as graphene and TMDCs with $F_{\text{onset}} = 0.44 - 1.52$ J/cm² and $F_{\text{th}} = 7.2 - 15.15$ J/cm².\(^{13}\)

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a facile approach to engineer the bandgap of 2D COFs by introducing donor–acceptor dyads into the framework. Our studies show that molecular engineering approaches can be used to make conjugated aromatic COFs with tailor-made bandgaps. The salicylideneaniline-based triphenylamine COF, which displays moisture-triggered chromism via enol-keto tautomerization, exhibits a narrow optical gap of 1.5 eV as compared to the 2.67 eV of the COF without the dyad structure. We also show that the as-designed 2D COF with the donor–acceptor dyad exhibits excellent optical limiting behavior.
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